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Product description 

 

Texol Multisyn™ DPF 5W-30 is a ultra high performance synthetic engine lubricant specially formulated 
with an advanced technology additive system designed to meet demanding OEM specifications. 
 
Texol Multisyn™ DPF 5W-30 is suitable for both gasoline and diesel passanger cars as well as light 
duty commercial diesel vehicles. This advanced low SAPS technology lubricant is compatible with diesel 
particulate filter ( DPF ) and three way catalytic convertor ( TWC ) systems.  
 

 

Customer benefits 

 

 Advanced additive technology aids emissions system protection and performance 

 Through low SAPS technology designed to protect catalysts and diesel particulate filter systems 

 Low temperature fluidity helps ensure rapid oil circulation at cold engine start-up 

 Offers protection against deposits and sludge build-up, helping maintain fuel economy 

 Advanced synthetic formulation offers long-life, low volatility performance 

 

 

Applications 

 

 Texol Multisyn™ DPF 5W-30 is suitable for a wide range of gasoline and diesel passenger car 
sor light diesel vans, with or without turbochargers. It is especially designed for extended drain 
intervals in Europe with DPFs 

 Texol Multisyn™ DPF 5W-30 is recommended for vehicles requiring a VW 504.00, VW 507.00 
engine oil, also known as VW Longlife III oils, and is backwards compatible with other active 
and obsolete VW/Audi engine oil specifications 

 
Texol Multisyn™ DPF 5W-30 is unsitable for some engines. Consult owner’s manual or handbook if in 
doubt. 
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Typical Properties 

 

 

Property (Unit)                   DPF 5W-30          Method 

Density at +15 °C               852         ASTM D4052 

Viscosity @40°C, cSt                70.2         ASTM D445 

Viscosity @100°C, cSt                12.3         ASTM D445 

Viscosity Index                 170         ASTM D2270  

Flash Point,  °C                236        ASTM D92 

Pour Point,  °C                -36          ASTM D97 

 

 

Specifications 

 

Multisyn™ DPF 5W-30 meets: 

 ACEA  C3 
C3-10 

    C2 ( except for fuel economy ) 

 BMW  BMW LL-04 

 Daimler  MB- 229.31/229.51 

 Volkswagen VW 504.00/507.00 ( Longlife III oil ) 
 

 Suitable for use in VW 502.00/505.01 engines 

 Suitable for use in VW 503.00 and VW 503.01 engines 

 Suitable for use in API SN applications 
 

 

Technical Expertise 

 

Texol experts on Texol Multisyn™ series lubricants are regionally located to respond to your 
needs.Whether you have a question about products, applications or regulations, Texol offers 
comprehensive customer and technical service. 


